ABSTRACT Co-occurrence information between words is the basis of training word embeddings; besides, Chinese characters are composed of subcharacters, words made up by the same characters or subcharacters usually have similar semantics, but this internal substructure information is usually neglected in popular models. In this paper, we propose a novel method for learning Chinese word embeddings, which takes full use of external co-occurrence context information and internal substructure information. We represent each word as a bag of subcharacter n-grams, and our model learns the vector representation corresponding to the word and its subcharacter n-grams. The final word embeddings are represented as the sum of these two kinds of vector representation, which makes the learned word embeddings can take into account both the internal structure information and external co-occurrence information possible. The experiments show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art performance on benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed word representation, also as known word embedding, has been used in many tasks in the field of natural language processing(NLP). Comparing to one-hot embedding, distributed word representation can capture semantics information of natural language words, therefore the application of distributed word representation has showed a definite improvement in the down-stream NLP tasks such as text classification [1] , [2] , question answering [3] - [5] , machine translation [6] and so on.
The most popular methods are Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) model and Skip-Gram model. CBOW model uses context words to predict the target words and Skip-Gram model is reversed. Recent years, many studies focus on how to learn word embedding in order to capture semantics information better, which is mainly divided into two kinds of research: one is to extend the information source from co-occurrence of 'word-word' type [7] to co-occurrence of 'ngram-ngram' type [8] , which can use more external cooccurrence information; the other is to model each word by
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Biju Issac. the sum of vectors, with each vector representing a characterlevel n-gram, which can share internal structure information across words composed of common roots [9] . The first kind of research can be used in all kinds of languages, whatever its' writing system is, but the second can't be applied well on every language. In the alphabetic writing systems such as English, alphabet can be used to form the composition of character-level n-gram, Chinese belongs to ideographical writing system languages, the characters of words can be entirely different while their meaning may be very close. For example, the first word '' (discuss)'', and the second '' (consult)'', they are semantically close related but they have no common characters. However, as we can see, these two words have common subcharacter '' '' , words contained this component usually have the meaning related to ''speaking'', this phenomenon is similar to the radicals in English. Apparently, subcharacters contribute a lot to the word semantics in Chinese.
In this work, we decompose Chinese words into subcharacters, and use words and its subcharacter n-grams as the input features of the model, which combines external cooccurrence information and internal structure information together. Experiments show that our method has achieved a state-of-art level in several evaluation tasks. Since we use Cangjie-code when we convert words into subcharacters, we call this method cj2vec in the following.
II. RELATED WORK
From the above we can know that the key of training Chinese word embedding is how to represent one word by more fine-grained subcharacters, such as radicals, components and strokes (Chinese characters are often composed of smaller and primitive components called radicals or radical-like components, which serve as the most basic units for building character meanings).
In paper [10] , the author summarizes the parts of Chinese characters and presents the list of transformations of the variant and original forms of 24 radicals, but the process of defining rules is complex, meaning while, it requires researchers to acquire Chinese linguistic knowledge and the rules may still incomplete to cover all of the words and the granularity of each component is too large which may lead to lost fine-grained semantics. Another method is to learn glyph features cause Chinese characters are composed of graphical components, so that character glyph features can be learned directly from the bitmaps of characters by convolutional auto-encoder [11] . Besides radicals and components, Chinese words can be broken down into strokes, by using stroke ngrams, semantic and morphological level information can be captured [12] . There are five different types of strokes in Chinese writing system in total. The advantages of this approach is to avoid the process of defining words broken rules, but one single word may have more than ten strokes, which makes the training complexity rise, otherwise, each stroke has no definite meaning and different words may be made by same strokes in same order, for instance, '' (big)'' and '' (a unit of length)'', '' (people)'' and '' (enter)''.
III. MODEL
In this section, we would like to make a brief introduction on Cangjie-code since we use Cangjie-code when we convert words into subcharacters and then we present our model.
A. CANGJIE-CODE BASED RECODING
Cangjie input method was created by Zhu Bangfu, formerly known as the ''shape and meaning character retrieval method'' to solve the problem of Chinese character retrieval. Cangjie Code is a kind of split-character expression of Chinese characters, which uses 26 English letters in the keyboard to form Chinese characters. Although a single English letter may not represent the radical or component parts of a Chinese character, but the n-gram of the letters is regular and may represent different Chinese character components.
The reason for choosing Cangjie-Code is its coding principle is based on the decomposition order of the radical parts of Chinese characters. Different Chinese characters have different Cangjie-code, but they may contain the same subcharacters. The more similar the two words are in character structure, the smaller Levenshtein distance between their (means'tyre')'', its context word isw c , its Cangjie-code form is ''<kqopbiir>''(''<'' means the begin of a word, ''>'' means the end of a word), ''<kqopbiir>'' can be decomposed into its subcharacter n-grams. And then, word '' '' and its subcharacter n-grams are the input features of our model. Finally, we get the word level vector and subcharacter n-grams vectors of '' ''. The embedding of word '' '' is the average of word level vector and subcharacter n-grams vectors.
Cangjie-codes is, and the closer their semantics are. These subcharacters morphologically reflect the semantic relationship between different words. The function of Cangjie-code is to help us decompose Chinese words and acquire their morphological features, which is also a process of feature extraction of Chinese characters.
B. Cj2vec MODEL
In the Figure 1 , we firstly convert a word into its Cangjiecode form, and then the word can be represented as the bag of its subcharacter n-gram decomposed from its Cangjie-code. So the semantics of this word can also be regarded as the sum of the semantics of its subcharacter n-gram. In the model, we not only train the subcharacter n-gram as input features, but also the words themselves. So we get two kinds of vectors from this model, one is the word feature vectors, the other is its subcharacter n-gram feature vectors. Finally, we use the average of the two kinds of vectors as the word embedding of this word.
When we have a training corpus, we can get all of the words appeared in this corpus, furthermore, we can get all of the subcharacter n-grams of these words. Suppose that we already have the dictionary of words and its subcharacter ngrams, the similarity between a word and this context can be measured as follow method:
In this function, w t is the word at current position t, w c is the context words of w t , Set(w t ) is the feature set of w t (feature set consists of word itself and its subcahracter ngrams). As the similarity function implies, the vector of w t is represented by the sum of its features. Inspired by the fasttext [13] model, we convert the problem of predicting context words in skip_gram model to a binary classification task. The positive examples are the words presented in the context window, and the negative examples can be made by sampling the words absented from the context window. The sampling method we use is the algorithm proposed by [14] . For the word w t at position t, the set of positive examples is W Pt , the set of negative examples is W Nt , we can get the Cross-Entropy cost function:
For the entire corpus, the objective is:
CBOW model uses context words to predict the target words, Figure 1 shows that our method uses target words to predict the context words, thus our method consistent with skip-gram in the overall model structure. The difference is that skipgram takes the target word as input at the training stage, and gets the word vector of the target word directly. The input of our model includes not only the target word, but also the subcharacter n-grams of the target word. So the training results are the target word vector and the substructure word vector of the target word. Due to two different words may have the same subcharacter n-grams, the purpose of representing target word by its subcharacter n-gram is to establish the connection between two words with similar but not identical character structure. Finally, our model takes the average of word level vector and subcharacter n-grams vectors as the word vector of the target word, in this way, the semantic similarity of words with similar character structure can be embodied.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A. DATA
We download the Chinese Wikipedia Dump 1 on July 1, 2018. We use gensim 2 toolkit to convert data from XML into text. Both simplified and traditional Chinese characters are contained in this corpus, besides, this corpus consists of many other noise data, such as English character, Japanese character, punctuation, garbled character and so on. So we need to clean these noise characters, only leaving Chinese characters. After preprocessing, the training corpus consists of 318K articles. We use jieba toolkit to make word segmentation.
B. BASELINE
We choose several state-of-the-art models to make a contrast with this proposed approach.
• word2vec: 3 the most general word based embedding, both of Skip_gram model and CBOW model will be compared. • CWE: 4 a character-enhanced word embedding model, each character is a Chinese character, without considering the internal strength information in single character.
• JWE: 5 a component-based model, they decomposed Chinese characters by the collected 13253 subcharacter components. As the paper stated, those subcharacter components are not enough.
C. BENCHMARKS
• Word Similarity Task For Word Similarity Task, we take wordsim-240 and wordsim-296(Jin and Wu 2012) as test data. The datasets in these two file are the human-assigned semantic closeness scores between pairs of words, which are translated from English benchmarks and has been manually adjusted. The quality of word embeddings is evaluated by calculating the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of the model scores and human-assigned scores.
• 7 to make word segmentation, we build classifiers with LIBLINEAR 8 and 70% of total data is used for training and the rest are used for evaluation.
• Qualitative Analysis The comparison of the most similar top-n words with target word based on different word embedding models is usually used to make qualitative analysis. The similarity here is cosine similarity between two word embeddings.
D. PARAMETER SETTINGS
We used the same parameter settings for all models as. All of these word embedding dimension is 100. We sample 5 negative examples for each positive example. The range of subcharacter n-grams size is 3-10, the window size is 5, the training iteration is 5, the frequency limit is 10, the initial learning rate is 0.025, the subsampling parameter is 10 −4 .
V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

A. WORD SIMILARITY AND WORD ANALOGY
Wordsim-240 and Wordsim-296 are the most frequently used test file in word similarity test. The results in Table I illustrated that cj2vec outperforms the baselines on these two word similarity test file. The improvement on Wordsim-240 is remarkable, which proved the effectiveness of the proposed method. Three test file are used in the word analogy test. As the name indicates, CA_translated dataset, including 1124 questions, is translated from English evaluation file, the question type is semantic. Compared with CA_translated, CA8 including 17813 questions is designed specifically for Chinese, which incorporates both morphological and semantic questions, and it brings in more words and relation types. The result in Table 2 shows that the cj2vec outperforms the baselines on most categories in the test dataset. The accuracy of a few categories in two semantic test file(CA_translated and CA8_semantic) may not be the best, but the total accuracy is the most effective one. Cj2vec shows overall advantage from the result on CA8_morphological file, which demonstrates the decomposition of characters into subcharacters is effective and necessary. JWE and CWE also decompose word into characters or components and radicals, we believe that the reason why our method achieves better performance is that cj2vec decomposes word into subcharacter n-grams but not individual subcharacter, which enriches the input features and takes into consideration the order and combination of subcharacters.
B. TEXT CLASSIFICATION
In the basic experiments of word similarity task and word analogy task, we have found that cj2vec has achieved good results, which shows that the semantic representation of the word vector itself trained by our method is more accurate. The main goal for learning word embeddings is to use them in certain downstream NLP tasks. In order to test the application effect of the method in its downstream tasks, we applies it to text classification applications, which is the most direct task to checkout whether the trained word embedding is effective or not. In this experiment, we make a representation vector to represent an article using word embeddings trained by different models, the specific method is to take the average of the word embeddings contained in the article as the representation vector of this article. The better word embedding trained, the higher quality representation vector constructed, the higher accuracy classifier achieved. From Table 3 , we can figure out that, our model reaches above 86.7%, it is higher than all of other compared model, which proves our method works well on downstream tasks. There is a strong connection between character structure and semantics of words. Our method improves the traditional word vector model, which does not consider the morphological similarity of words themselves, but only according to their context. Therefore, the ability of semantic representation of text is more accurate and the classification effect is improved. Table 4 shows the most similar top-10 words to the target word, it is an intuitive understanding of the word embeddings obtained by learning different methods. From the table we can figure out that Skip_gram, CBOW, CWE and JWE generate words that are not very semantically relevant to the target word, for target word '' (nuclear radiation)'', they produce words like '' (human factor)'', '' (ozone layer)'', '' (red tide)'', '' (brain damage)'', '' (nuclear counterattack)'', '' (toxic gas)'', '' (skin allergies)'' and so on; for target word '' (superconductivity)'', the baseline models produces words '' (phase transition)'', '' (phase state)'', '' (excited state)'', '' (neodymium)'', '' (critical temperatures)''. In contrast, the words produced by cj2vec are semantically closer to the target word. Although the words produced by the baseline model differ greatly in semantics from the target word, but they are related to the target word. For example, nuclear radiation( ) can cause ozone( ) hole, sea water red tide( ); phase change( ) and phase state( ) are proper terms in the field of superconductor( ) technology. Obviously, these words are more likely to appear in the same sentence, that is to say their contexts are similar but their semantics are different. This phenomenon proves that the idea of training word vectors only considering contextual relations is not comprehensive. We believe that dividing words into subcharacter n-grams is the key to improve the effect in our method: because the high co-occurrence rate between words and words only means these two words have similar contexts, we use the character structure of words to determine which words are more semantically closer to the target words when they have similar contexts, our method not only considers contextual factors but also captures subcharacter semantics very well.
C. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a new method to train Chinese word embeddings, which can take into account the subcharacters information of Chinese words. Unlike the method of decomposing words into partial radicals, we use subcharacter n-grams to make the model make full use of the information of subcharacter order structure. Experiments show that this method improves on both the basic word embeddings evaluation tasks and the downstream tasks. The quality improvement of word embeddings brought by our method is more evident in the Qualitative Analysis experiment section.
Cj2vec regards the word itself and its subcharacters as input features, and then takes the average of the two kinds of vectors as the final word embeddings, but we do not consider the weight relationship between word and its subcharacters. In addition, in order to decompose Chinese characters, we use Cangjie-code to represent the Chinese characters, we will explore whether there is a more reasonable way to represent a Chinese character besides Cangjie-code in the future work.
